Update on Campus Access  
Wednesday, 14 December 2022 18:00

Dear Members of HKUST,

In view of the recent announcement from the government on adjustment of anti-epidemic measures, the University has updated its access control arrangements as follows with immediate effect:

- Scanning of the LeaveHomeSafe (LHS) venue QR code or presentation of the Campus Access Pass (CAP) will **NOT** be required when entering the campus or University premises / facilities, or upon boarding the University shuttle buses.

- Presentation of the Vaccine Pass QR code (through LHS, "iAM Smart" / "eHealth" mobile applications or using paper copy / screenshots in mobile phone) is required when entering **catering outlets** or **sports facilities** where members are expected to have their masks off. Premise operators will be checking the proof of vaccination at the entrances.

Best regards,

TC Pong  
Vice-President for Administration and Business

Samuel Yu  
Director of Health, Safety and Environment